Introduction
In this section, we describe the methodology of our analysis. We use previous 121 day soil moisture and previous day precipitation occurrence to explain precipitation 122 occurrence. This is done because in this way the obvious relationship of precipitation 123 causing soil to get moist, is filtered out. This also implies that the results will only show 124 a part of the influence of soil moisture on precipitation: processes that act within a day 125 are not represented in our analysis.
126
All analyses were conducted in a widely used environment for statistical computing 
is used, where x k is the data vector at time k (i.e. the value of all covariates, including 130 interactions, and using dummy variables for the annual cycle), and β is the vector of 
where x jk is the value of covariate x j at time k. As a measure of explained variation by 145 the total model and each covariate, we use the deviance function, defined as
where n is the total number of categories i that emerge from the use of binary 147 and categorical covariates (i.e. one category for each dummy variable) and m i 148 the number of days in each category (for instance all days in February),π i the 149 estimated rainfall occurrence and y i the observed precipitation occurrence. Note that
151
Deviance behaves similarly to sums of squares (R 2 ) in linear regression. Deviance 152 attributed to the covariates is additive with respect to the total explained deviance,
153
and can be interpreted similarly to explained variance in linear regression. We did not 154 use the deviance as a goodness-of-fit statistic, but instead focussed on the components well-known phenomena.
157
As the common interpretation of rainfall occurrence probability as "wet-day deviance are all mid-and high-latitudes, the wet tropical regions, and the deserts.
185
Regions with higher explained deviance are the Mexican west coast, the west coast of values indicate the proximity of the ocean and temperate eastern winds.
275
All three right-side graphs in Figure 4 show that the proportion of explained 276 deviance by soil moisture is positively correlated to soil moisture variance, which is 277 no surprise. However, in the bottom two graphs, the same goes for the proportion of The null deviance values are scaled so that the global maximum value is 1, to allow a common color ramp for both graphs. 
